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Executive summary 
The present document corresponds to the first deliverable of WP5 describing the API and 
approach toward providing Semantic Graph capabilities and Socially derived data in the 
platform of Mixedemotions. 
 
The core part of the contribution is the description of how we extended Elasticsearch - which 
would out of the box only handle typically homogeneous streams of data - into being able to 
operate on “relationally” and ultimately “graph” data models. 
 
By achieving this we reach a very powerful objective: advanced relational/graph data analytics 
and search while operating on an ultra scalable, big data cluster infrastructure.  To this end we 
have implemented two core APIs. 
 
The Siren Join API - a methodology and language for very high performance relational joins 
across Elasticsearch indexes. This is core to be answering questions like “What are the core 
emotions associated with comments related to politicians of party X?” (where indexes of 
comments and indexes of data about politicians are distinct) 
 
The Kibi Gremlin interface - this is an implementation of the Gremlin Knowledge graph query 
language on top of the Kibi infrastructure and therefore capable of questions like “What is the 
closest path - e.g. fact of news - that connects different emotions” 
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1. Overall architecture of the Knowledge Graph 
functionalities and deliverable overview 
 
The overall architecture of the Knowledge Graph infrastructure for the MixedEmotion projects is 
depicted below.  
 
The centerpiece here is represented by an Elasticsearch instance (see D3.1 , general 
architecture of the MixedEmotion platform).  
 

 
 
In the left part of the diagram we see the ETL part.  
 
Specifically we see 2 data streams: 

1. empty arrows: streams of unstructured or relatively less structured data such as text, 
(news), tweets, social etc. 
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2. full arrows: imports of data, which is considerably more structured, for example 
“structural” social network information (friends, followers, etc) and from highly structured 
data (e.g. Wikipedia/DBpedia). 

 
At each stage of these imports a number of enrichments are applied. 
 
Chapter 2 will cover, this right part of the infrastructure. 
 
The right part of the picture represent the infrastructure which compose the overall “knowledge 
graph” starting from the data loaded in Elasticsearch, this is performed within the Kibi Platform, 
which is then used to turn what would otherwise be a set of “plain column” into something with 
relational and graph capabilities. This is done principally in 2 ways: 
 

1) Via the SIREN Join plugin - to acquire “Relational’ filtering capabilities, allowing the 
analytics to be relational  

2) Via the Kibi UNIPOP Tinkerpop Graph Driver, which uses the relational configuration 
which can be setup in Kibi to recreate a graph structure which can be accessed via the 
“Gremlin” Query language. 

 
It is important to see that Kibi in this role is not a frontend (only or necessarily) but full function 
as a backend also for other applications which can then avail of the APIs at Elasticsearch/Siren 
(relational Elastic)/Gremlin or even Kibi level (e.g. access to the relational configuration). 
 

2. Kibi: Knowledge Graph Infrastructure on top of 
Elasticsearch.  
 
Kibi is a Deep Data Analytics platform uniquely rooted in the Elasticsearch/Kibana Ecosystem. It 
inherits the scalability of Elasticsearch and the attractive Kibana graphic environment, but 
provides a whole new level of operations, including cross index  “relational”, “graph” and 
“temporal” analysis capabilities - we will see this below. Furthermore,  Kibi allows operations 
also with data that is outside Elasticsearch - e.g. in database or accessible via Rest services. 
 
The following screenshots shows Kibi, configured on the demo data it comes with: 
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Kibi: functionality overview 
Kibi delivers Deep Analytics: understanding how multiple - relationally connected- datasets and 
data streams relate to each other. 

 
At its core: an ultra scalable Search Engine 
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There are many entities in Enterprise data, for example typically they might be customers, 
documents, deals, products, webpages, traffic, employees etc - yet Kibi allows to search across 
all indexes and systems in a single shot - as a starting point to any investigation or as a 
refinement step.  
Relational Drilldowns  - across indexes, across systems 
 
Possibly the biggest innovation of Kibi is the unique “Relational Drilldown” capabilities1. Thanks 
to Siren plugins, Kibi can provide real-time relational analysis across terabyte sized indexes. 
Cross Backend operations are supported and appear completely seamless to the analysts.  

Temporal analytics / Graph Analytics  
 
Crossing boundaries of indexes and backends, Kibi can investigate how events, and entities 
connect together with its Temporal and Graph analytics features.  
 
Temporal Analytics 
Kibi Temporal Analytics allows one to see connected events coming from one or multiple 
indexes in a single zoomable view. 
Furthermore, thanks to Kibi “relational filtering” feature, one can see time placements of events 
related to not only a single entity, but also to a group. 
 

 

 
Graph Analytic - See everything interconnected, anytime 
 

                                                
1 See our screencasts on http://bit.do/kibiscreencasts 
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Sometimes events and entities are better understood via the study of how they connect together 
in a “graph”. Kibi incorporates some of the most advanced graph interactions tools available on 
the market to delivers an extraordinarily scalable, smooth and interactive graph analytics 
capability.  
 
There is no need for a separate graph datastore.  Kibi allows analysts and investigators to 
switch anytime from regular data exploration to “Graph Mode” and back.  The result, is the 
ability to unveil complex cross entity connections and investigate leveraging graph intelligence 
tools and methodologies alongside the other unique functionalities of Kibi.  
 

 
 

Enterprise Features  
 
Kibi is built to be able to be useful in enterprise. For this reason it comes with a number of 
“enterprise grade” features. Among these: 
 
Deployment 
 
Ease of deployment and maintenance via Chef2, Puppet3, Ansible4, Docker support and more - 
Please inquiry for other Enterprise Deployment options. 
 
                                                
2 https://www.chef.io 
3 http://puppetlabs.com 
4 http://ansible.com 
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Access Control, Notifications, Cluster Monitoring 
 
Kibi Enterprise Edition comes with Access Control - at Index, Record or Field level,  
Notifications - via Emails and much more - and Cluster monitoring.  This is offered via the tight 
integration with Elastic’s own offering (Shield, Watcher), and also entitles direct access to 
Elastic support when needed.  
 

The Kibi Data level extensions to Kibana/Elasticsearch 
 
This section serves as a discussion and then as a guideline for the graph/relational data model 
in Kibi. 
 
The First step is to establish how to model datasources so that they can then combined 
relationally into a graph.  Elasticsearch has , in general, tabular datasources. (indexes/Index 
patterns), while we want to obtain a relationally interconnected/graph model. 
 
 
In the Kibi platform we we extend this to 2 distinct kind of sources of data. 
 

1) Elasticsearch (ES) Datasource: typical Kibana data sources that support Elasticsearch 
aggregations and queries powering widgets and analytics: we will see later these can be 
Indexes, Index Patterns, Saved Searches and even Dashboards themselves 

2) Tabular Data sources. These are currently called “Data sources” currently. They are 
queries (which can be parametric) sent to remote systems that then return tabular 
results - lists of IDS but also possibly other results in a table. JDBC, REST, Gremlin (full 
language), Graph visualizers (list of IDs in the graph at the moment) are all Tabular 
Datasources 

 
Probably the most interesting kind of source of data is type 1) as they allow “dashboards’ to be 
built on them. There are 4 types of ES Datasources: 
 
Permanent status, kept in ES: 
 

● Indexes —> They map directly to Elasticsearch indexes  
● Index patterns —> Virtual indexes composed by the merge of all the indexes that match 

a pattern.  
● Saved Searches —> Built on Index Patterns, they are typically used to create important 

“subsets” of the data. They are defined in the “discovery” page and unlikely to change 
after the initial setup.  
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● Dashboards with a “Saved Search”  —> In Kibana Dashboard just contain Visualizations 
(and filters). In Kibi, by assigning a Saved Search to them they become FULL 
datasources  

On Dashboards with a “Saved Search”  
Dashboards with a “Saved Search” are unique to Kibi - they are not available in Kibana - and 
can play a crucial role not only visual containers of widgets: they can act as a “next level’ of data 
source, one that is filtered interactively by the users. As such they could be used in widget and 
settings that are related to the concept of joining data. Specifically: 
 

● The Relational buttons: they can be refactored to simply require a destination 
dashboard (and a property to use, if more than 1 is set in the relational configuration) 

● The Relational Panel: makes deep use of this. 
● The Timeline: they should take dashboards as source, which is powerful in conjunction 

with relational buttons and relational panel. 
● The Graph widget: many of the same consideration as the Timeline to be expanded 

later 

An object Oriented view of this: 

 
 
 

ES Index 

Datasour
ce

When called, it returns ROWS of 
Data 

Can Optionally take a Query String, 
or a Parameter (but not in ES language 

Responds to ES 
queries  

Can be easily created 
wrapping another ES 

Index 
Pattern

Can 
dynamically 
aggregate 
different Indexes 
according to the 
pattern 

Can filter 

Saved 
Search

Has user defined Filters, 
created interactively in 
Discover 

If icon underinfed → 
Inherits the one from Saved 
Search Index 

Dashboard 
with Saved 

1 

1.. 1..

Can 
dynamically 
aggregate 
different Indexes 
according to the 
pattern 

Can filter 

Others 
JDBC Datasource 
REST Api Datasource 
Gremlin Datasource (full gramlin) 
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Consequences for Kibi widgets: from simple, to foreign and multi-
datasource  
 
The basic Kibana Widgets  
A widget (aka visualization) is defined in kibana by choosing an INDEX PATTERN or a SAVED 
SEARCH. 
 
It sends queries to the backend with the following logic:  

1. I takes the current dashboard specific filters  AND 
2. Adds, widget specific filters and aggregations  

 
Toward Kibi “foreign” widgets 
The plan - that will be executed in this second part of the project - is to extend what a Widget 
can take from saved search to any ES Datasource. the widget would then behave as follow: 
 

● If a datasource is a Dashboard,  
○ the Widget will NOT take the filter from the dashboard its currently placed on, 

but exclusively from the dashboard defined as Datasource.  
○ When clicked it will create filters added in the state to the other dashboard (not 

the current) 
○ Graphically, it will have the icon of the other dashboard in the title. Hovering on 

the icon will reveal the filters currently on that dashboard. 
● Else, normal widget logic 

Multidatasource widgets: Example Timeline 
 
A timeline widget can take one or more ES datasources. In typical use cases one wants to 
visualize “all about entity X, where entity X is represented in multiple time based indexes. 
 
Relational filters and relational panel allow seeing all about X across dashboard. 
 
By configuring the timeline with DASHBOARDS as sources, one can then have very meaningful 
and flexible results. (only event by X .. only events by X or Y… or his friends) 
 
Example configuration:  
 
a)  When choosing “new timeline” there is no choice of datasource (like the relational button)  
b) Instead, in the configuration panel we have a “add series” button (+) 
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c) Now the users chooses a ES datasource. Indexes, or Saved searches, Or Dashboards are 
visualized.  
d) if a Dashboard is chosen a small, message says “this series will be filtered according to the 
filters in the X dashboard” 
 

At Low level: the SIREn Join Relational Data API 
 
We have implemented the API to query Relational knowledge in Elasticsearch as a Plugin for 
Elasticsearch : the SIREn Join Relational plugin. 
 
This plugin extends Elasticsearch with new search actions and a filter query parser that enables 
to perform a "Filter Join" between two set of documents (in the same index or in different 
indexes). 
 
The Filter Join is basically a (left) semi-join between two set of documents based on a common 
attribute, where the result only contains the attributes of one of the joined set of documents. 
This join is used to filter one document set based on a second document set, hence its name. It 
is equivalent to the EXISTS() operator in SQL. 

Installing the Plugin 
 
You can use the following command to download the plugin from the online repository: 
 
$ bin/plugin install solutions.siren/siren-join/2.2.0-1 

 

Alternatively, you can assemble it via Maven (you must build it as a non-root user): 
 
$ git clone git@github.com:sirensolutions/siren-join.git 
$ cd siren-join 
$ mvn package 
 
This creates a single Zip file that can be installed using the Elasticsearch plugin command: 
 
$ bin/plugin install file:/PATH-TO-SIRENJOIN-PROJECT/target/releases/siren-join-2.2.0-1.zip 
 
You can now start Elasticsearch and see that our plugin gets loaded: 
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$ bin/elasticsearch 

... 

[2013-09-04 17:33:27,443][INFO ][node    ] [Andrew Chord] initializing ... 

[2013-09-04 17:33:27,455][INFO ][plugins ] [Andrew Chord] loaded [siren-join], sites [] 

... 

To uninstall the plugin: 
 
$ bin/plugin remove siren-join 

Usage 

Coordinate Search API 
 
This plugin introduces two new search actions, _coordinate_search that replaces the _search 
action, and_coordinate_msearch that replaces the _msearch action. Both actions are wrappers 
around the original elasticsearch actions and therefore supports the same API. One must use 
these actions with the filterjoin filter, as the filterjoinfilter is not supported by the original 
Elaticsearch actions. 

Parameters 
 
● filterjoin: the filter name 
● indices: the index names to lookup the terms from (optional, default to all indices). 
● types: the index types to lookup the terms from (optional, default to all types). 
● path: the path within the document to lookup the terms from. 
● query: the query used to lookup terms with. 
● orderBy: the ordering to use to lookup the maximum number of terms: default, 

doc_score (optional, default to default ordering). 
● maxTermsPerShard: the maximum number of terms per shard to lookup (optional, 

default to all terms). 
● termsEncoding: the encoding to use when transferring terms across the network: long, 

integer, bloom (optional, default to bloom). 
 

Example 
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In this example, we will join all the documents from index1 with the documents of index2. The 
query first filters documents from index2 and of type type with the query { "terms" : { "tag" : [ 
"aaa" ] } }. It then retrieves the ids of the documents from the field id specified by the parameter 
path. The list of ids is then used as filter and applied on the field foreign_key of the documents 
from index1. 
 
   { 

      "bool" : { 

        "filter" : { 

          "filterjoin" : { 

            "foreign_key" : { 

              "indices" : ["index2"], 

              "types" : ["type"], 

              "path" : "id", 

              "query" : { 

                "terms" : { 

                  "tag" : [ "aaa" ] 

                } 

              } 

            } 

          } 

        } 

      } 

    } 

Response Format 
 
The response returned by the coordinate search API is identical to the response returned by 
Elasticsearch's search API, but augmented with additional information about the execution of 
the relational query planning. This additional information is stored within the field named 
coordinate_search at the root of the response, see example below. The object contains the 
following parameters: 
 
● actions: a list of actions that has been executed - an action represents the execution of 

one single join. 
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● relations: the definition of the relations of the join - it contains two nested objects, from 
and to, one for each relation. 

● size: the size of the filter used to compute the join, i.e., the number of terms across all 
shards used by the filterjoin. 

● size_in_bytes: the size in bytes of the filter used to compute the join. 
● is_pruned: a flag to indicate if the join computation has been pruned based on the 

maxTermsPerShard limit. 
● cache_hit: a flag to indicate if the join was already computed and cached. 
● terms_encoding: the terms encoding used to transfer terms across the network. 
● took: the time it took to construct the filter. 

 
   { 

      "coordinate_search": { 

        "actions": [ 

          { 

            "relations": { 

              "from": { 

                "indices": ["index2"], 

                "types": ["type"], 

                "field": "id" 

              }, 

              "to": { 

                "indices": null, 

                "types": null, 

                "field": "foreign_key" 

              } 

            }, 

            "size": 2, 

            "size_in_bytes": 20, 

            "is_pruned": false, 

            "cache_hit": false, 

            "terms_encoding" : "long", 

            "took": 313 

          } 

        ] 
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      }, 

    ... 

    } 

Performance Considerations 
 
● It is recommended to activate caching for all queries via the setting 

index.queries.cache.everything: true. The new caching policy of Elasticsearch will not 
cache a filterjoin query on small segments which can lead to a significant drop of 
performance. See issue 16529 for more information. 

● Joining numeric attributes is more efficient than joining string attributes. 
● The bloom filter is the most efficient and the default encoding method for terms. It can 

encode 40M unique values in ~30MB. However, this trades precision for space, i.e., the 
bloom filter can lead to false-positive results. If precision is critical, then it is 
recommended to switch to the terms encoding to long. 

● If the joined attributes of your documents contain incremental integers, switch the terms 
encoding to integer. 

● The filterjoin includes a circuit breaker to prevent OOME when joining a field with a large 
number of unique values. As a rule of thumb, the maximum amount of unique values 
transferred across the shards should be around 50 to 100M when using bloom encoding, 
5 to 10M when using long or integer encoding. It is recommended to configure 
amaxTermsPerShard limit if the attribute defined by the path parameter contains a larger 
number of values. 

The Kibi Gremlin Graph API 
In the previous section we have seen a query which has the capabilities of answering 
“Relational queries’ such as “what are the average sentiments associated with the players of 
team X” (where information about the team players and messages are kept in separate indexes 
connected via a primary and foreign key. 
 
In this section we will look at the Gremlin implementation of Kibi.  Gremlin is a graph language 
used typically in datastores which are primarily meant for graph use case.s 
 
As such it can answer analytical queries that normal SQL or other structured data languages 
cannot answer, e.g. “What is the shortest path between X and Y”?  

The Kibi Gremlin Datasource 
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The gremlin data source must be coherent to what the user seens in KIBI and maximally 
interact with the dashboards filters etc. This can be achieved by creating a gremlin driver that 
uses the the relational configurations: 
 
The first thing is to configure the relational datamodel. This is done in Kibi UI and then reflected 
at API level.  The following is the data as structured in the typical demo that is shipped with Kibi 

 
 
The details of this configuration are illustrated in D5.2 (Data Modelling for the Social Semantic 
Knowledge Graph, Final Version) chapter 3. 
 
For the purpose of explaining the Gremlin API lets look at the configuration also of the 
relationship between dashboards.(Relational Panel Configuration). This indicates for example 
that there are 2 dashboards that talk about “Articles” (one specifically “per source”)  
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The ideal situation in a graph API would be to be able to have a fusion of these 2 graphs: 

● one based on the pure data schema 
● the other based on the “schema” between dashboards  in a single knowledge graph. As 

the following (instance) graph 
 

 
 
In this case a company that is connected to 3 other entities (1 article, one investment and 1 
competitor) appears to have 4 outgoing edges 
 

● 3 by actual relational (actual core semantics) and  
● 1 by the dashboards (a semantic defined by the operators e.g. “recent articles” or “only 

articles that contain the word hadoop) 
 
 
Using the UNIPOP model this works well by using the actual relation name as core label, while 
using “edge metadata” to store the name of the from to dashboards. 

FOO LTD 

Microsoft APPLE 

NYT: FOO rocks Round A 
FOO LTD 

Mentioned (Companies, Articles) 

Mentioned/(Companies, Articles-By-Source 
Competitor 

Competitor 

received(Investments, Companies) 

Mentioned  
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VERTEXES and EDGE, Mapping  
 
There are 2 main cases: the No record per edge  and the “record per edge” case. Lets see in 
details. 

NO RECORD PER EDGE (e.g. our classic demo) 
Vertex are RECORDS in ES. The Primary Key is the one defined in the relational config. 
Edges names are simply the relations between index patterns with (optionally) an indication of 
the DASHBOARD TO DASHBOARD connection (when present). Typically no other edge 
metadata is present. (given its all in the vertexes really) 

RECORD PER EDGE - RDF/ELASTIC GREMLIN like graph 
Vertexes are also RECORDS , primary Key is also one defined in the relational config. 
Edges names are in the VALUES of the records - optionally other fields in the record appear as 
EDGE metadata.  
Edges must have also an OUTGOING node. (otherwise they would not be edge?) (to be 
discussed) 
 

The graph component 
The graph components can be made by creating a virtual gremlin datasource using (e.g. using 
appropriate cartridges) that interprets: 
 

1. A relational configuration (by default we’ll give the only relational configuration in Kibi but 
one could do a different one) 

2. A relational “panel” configuration (same) 
 
In each case in either no record per edge or record per edge mode. Once this gremlin 
datasource is available the graph component should be made with  scripts that use gremlin 
queries. (buttons, functions etc),  
 
Given the many use cases that one might want to address with buttons and functionalities It 
would be great if an analyst could define new buttons and functions the same way one can 
define templates for queries. 
 
By using a virtual gremlin datasource like this, the graph component will access edges only if 
they are allowed by the filters on the dashboards (if the graph is scripted so to access only 
“dashboard” visible edges).  
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Gremlin Server API 
Send a query API: 
Methos: POST 
URL: http://SERVER_HOST/graph/query 
Request Body (JSON): 
 
{ 
  "query": "g.V(\"AVLqM7XGdE4DXv4PVCkT\")", Elasticsearch document ID 
  "relationsIndices": [  
    Indexpattern relations from kibi 
    { 
      "indices": [{ 
          "indexPatternId": "investment", 
          "path": "companyid"}, 
        { 
          "indexPatternId": "company", 
          "path": "id"} 
      ], 
      "id": "company/id/investment/companyid", 
      "label": "investment.companyid -- company.id" 
    },{ 
      "indices": [{ 
          "indexPatternId": "article", 
          "path": "companyid"}, 
        { 
          "indexPatternId": "company", 
          "path": "id"} 
      ], 
      "id": "article/companyid/company/id", 
      "label": "article.companyid -- company.id" 
    } 
  ], 
  "indices": [  
List of available indexes. The query will be executed on those indices 
    "investment", 
    "article", 
    "investor", 
    "company"] 
} 
 
Response (JSON): 
 
{ 
 "status": 200, 
 "vertices": [ Array of vertices 
  { 
   "vertexID": "AVLqM7XGdE4DXv4PVCkr", 
   "type": "Investor", 
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   "indexName": "investor", 
   "properties": { 
    "blog_feed_url": "", 
    "founded_month": "09", 
    ... more properties ... 
   } 
  } 
 ], 
 "edges": [ Array of edges 
  { 
   "startingVertexID": "AVLqM7XGdE4DXv4PVCkr", 
   "startingVertexLabel": "Investor", 
   "destinationVertexID": "AVLqOYnIdE4DXv4PVGqH", 
   "destinationVertexLabel": "Investment", 
   "label": "investor.id -- investment.investorid", 
   Virtual edge, as it is created from a relation between two indexpatterns 
   "id": "VIRTUAL_EDGE_-2097936112934777160",       
   "properties": { 
    "indexName": "investment" 
   } 
  } 
 ] 
} 

3. Social Network Extraction and Linked Data 
Publication 
The objective of the Social Context Analysis module, which we refer to as scaner for short, is to 
provide a platform of analysis for social media and social context. Scaner receives as an input 
social media content (e.g. tweets) from an external source. It stores this content in a graph 
database, extract relevant information related to this content and the users related from social 
networks, and process all that information in order to analyze the social context of the social 
media content provided. The service offers a REST API that exposes the results of the social 
analysis and allows to get information about individual users or content, groups, topics, etc. The 
schemas used in the responses and the contexts used in the JSON-LD documents follow the 
ontology defined in D5.2 Data Modelling for the Social Semantic Knowledge Graph, Final 
Version. 

Architecture 
The architecture of the Scaner module is composed of four main parts: the Graph Database, the 
Processing module, the Scraper/Crawler, and a web server that exposes a REST interface, as 
shown in the figure below: 
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● Graph Database. A Repository where all the information will be stored, using graph 
structures. After evaluating two of the most popular ones,  Neo4j and OrientDB, 
OrientDB was selected because of its friendly licensing. In addition, OrientDB provides a 
hybrid graph/document-oriented database that it is suitable for storing both user and 
social media entities as well as their social network. 

● Processing module. This module is responsible for accessing and processing the 
information stored in the database. It is responsible for running the different metric 
calculation algorithms, as well as making calls to the Crawler when additional 
information is needed. 

● Crawler. This module is responsible for accessing to social networks to respond to 
requests for information from the processing module. The downloaded data is stored in 
the database for later use. 

● Web Server. This module offers a web server that makes the data accessible from the 
outside through a REST API. The interface has been defined with OpenAPI 
[https://openapis.org/]. OpenAPI provides an API definition language that is independent 
from the programing language, as well as many tools that integrate with this definition 
and provide features such as automatic web server generation or validation. In 
particular, the tools used in our Web Server provide a layer of request validation for all 
the calls and responses from the server, which ensures that the interface of the web 
service adheres to the specification. This tool also provides an interactive web interface 
which allows to make custom calls to try the API. 
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API 
The REST API has been structured around four resources: 

● Topics: subject or topic to classify social media (e.g. set of hashtags, special scenario). 
● Users: online accounts that publish social media in a topic. 
● Tweets: tweets posted by the users in the social network. 
● Tasks: processes queued or in execution in the service.  

 
The table below contains a summary of the methods in the API. The full definition, the schemas 
used for validation and usage examples, are available at the API demo endpoint: 
http://scaner.demos.gsi.dit.upm.es/api/v1/ui/#/ 
 

Description API 

Topics 

Obtain information of a particular topic GET  /topics/{topicID} 

Obtain list of available topics GET  /topics 
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Obtain social network of a topic GET  /topics/{topicID}/network 

Users 

Obtain list of available users GET  /users 

Obtain information of a particular user GET  /users/{userId} 

Obtain social network of a user GET  /users/{userId}/network 

Obtain the emotion of a user GET  /users/{userId}/emotion 

Obtain the sentiment of a user GET  /user/{userId}/sentiment 

Obtain the metrics of a user GET  /user/{userId}/metrics 
 

Tweets 

Obtain list of available tweets GET  /tweets 

Obtain information of a particular tweet GET  /tweet/{tweetId} 

Obtain the history of a particular tweet GET  /tweets/{tweetId}/history 

Add a tweet to the database POST     /tweets 

Delete a tweet from the database DELETE /tweets/{tweetId} 

Obtain the emotion of a tweet GET  /tweets/{tweetId}/emotion 

Obtain the sentiment of a tweet GET  /tweets/{tweetId}/sentiment 

Obtain the metrics of a tweet GET  /tweets/{tweetId}/metrics 
 

Tasks 

Obtain the list of tasks GET  /tasks 

Obtain the status of a particular task GET  /task/{taskId} 
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The figure below contains an example of a request to the module, using the web interface 
provided. In particular, it is a query for a particular tweet in the system. Additionally, by using the 
“fields” parameter, it instructs the server to only provide the metrics property of the tweet. Al 
alternative to this query would be to use the /tweets/{tweetId}/metrics method. 
 

 
 

Metrics and analytics 
Internally, metrics are classified in two different types: direct and indirect metrics. Direct metrics 
are directly obtainable from the extracted data, such as the number of followers a user has. The 
Social Context Analysis module obtains direct metrics as soon as new social media content is 
stored in the database, and these metrics are updated when new information arrive. For 
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instance, the Social Context module is configured to refetch general information about users 
periodically, so these metrics would be updated as well. 
Indirect metrics are obtained through data processing. The mechanisms to obtain these metrics 
are detailed in D4.9 Social Context Analysis for Emotion Recognition, initial version. These 
metrics are calculated periodically, as they have a high calculation cost and require accessing 
all the information in the database. 

Example of usage 
In order to use the Social Content Analysis service, users should follow two steps: 

1. Load social-media into the module 
2. Request social network entities and metrics with the REST API 

This steps are explained with detail below. 

Step 1. Loading social-media 
The following figure shows an example of the process of insertion of Twitter data into the 
service. In first place, the user inserts tweets via REST API, using the POST method. When the 
parameters provided in the request are invalid, the web server will issue a validation error, as 
shown in the following figure: 
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In this case, the field “id” of the tweet is missing, which causes the validation error. 
 
On the other hand, when the provided tweet is in the correct format, it will be stored in the 
database and the web interface will show a success message: 
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At this moment, the database contains just one tweet, basic information about its author, the 
emotion of the tweet, the empty objects of their metrics and their relationships. The relationships 
and metrics objects are empty because more tweets and users are necessary to calculate the 
different metrics implemented. 
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When the service gets more information, it calculates all the metrics and updates the different 
values. This allows to keep the information updated and also keep the records of older metrics. 

Step 2. Retrieving data from the Scaner 
Here is an example of the process of retrieving Twitter data from the service. In this scenario 
there are tweets already loaded in the social context analysis service. The service starts 
extracting the necessary information from Twitter and then calculates the metrics. 
Users can control the status of the extraction and processing tasks consulting a REST service 
that provides the status of the analysis task (FINISHED, RUNNING, ERROR). 
Once the the task has finished, users can use the rest of methods of the REST API. 
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After the tweets are added, the service creates the different relationships between the elements 
of the database in order to create the different networks and context of tweets and users. Those 
are needed for the metrics calculation. This relationships can be visualized with gephi directly 
from the database. 
When the service has all the networks created, it starts the periodical process of calculating the 
metrics, storing the results in the database. Every iteration of the metrics has a timestamp, so 
the user can have a history of the metrics and track their evolution through time. Once the 
service has all the data, the user can access it through the API. 
 
The user can get information about a specific tweet or user, their context, a list of tweets that 
belong to a certain topic, a list of tweets or users ordered by one of their attributes or metrics, a 
history of the metrics of certain tweet or user and so on. For example, the user can get the list of 
tweets with ordered by their “id”, but only showing their “id” and the text. 
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Other options could be to get the list of tweets that belong to a certain topic, filtering some of 
their fields, in order to get information about the status of the topic, such as activity, amount of 
tweets, tweet rate, etc. 
 
The user can also retrieve metrics from the service in json format. An example of tweet metrics 
would be the following: 

 
{ 
	 "tweet_metrics":	{ 
 
	 	 "time_stamp":	"Sun	Feb	07	07:00:59	+0000	2016", 
	 	 "popularity":	0.877778, 
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	 	 "retweet_count":	24, 
	 	 "tweet_relevance":	1.43327, 
	 	 "favourite_count":	10, 
	 	 "TI_score":	0.946222 
	 } 
} 

 
Lastly, the following is an example of user metrics: 

{ 
	 "user_metrics":	{ 
 
	 	 "time_stamp":	"Sun	Feb	07	07:00:59	+0000	2016", 
	 	 "popularity":	0.877778, 
	 	 "followers":	41, 
	 	 "following":	364, 
	 	 "user_relevance":	0.42111, 
	 	 "impact":	0.82, 
	 	 "voice_r":	0.60035, 
	 	 "replied_ratio":	0.0588235294, 
	 	 "follow_ratio":	0.01587301587, 
	 	 "reply_ratio":	0.03225806451, 
	 	 "UI_score":	1, 
	 	 "UI_unnormalized":	0.17830723, 
	 	 "FR_score":	0.833333, 
	 	 "TR_score":	0.677778 
	 } 
} 

 

4. Conclusions 
In this deliverable we discussed the infrastructure and API that were created to be able to 
leverage textual/structured information flowing at large scale together with the information 
extracted from the Knowledge Graph 
 
We are achieving this with new technology that extends Elasticsearch with the ability to do 
relation joins (Siren Join plugin) and to see everything as a “Graph”. This is matched by a user 
interface (kibi) that allows everything to come together coherently and forms the basis of the 
software for use cases like Brand Reputation and Social TV. 


